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Fig. 1. Evaluated visual indicators of avatars’ authenticity. From left to right: the original avatar, “red outline”, “green outline”, “red scan”, “green scan”, “transparent”, “greyscale”, “without shadow”, “cartoon stylized”, “question mark badge”, “check badge”, “name”. Note that the “scan” effect is dynamic as the “scanned area” moving from head to toe.

Abstract—Photorealistic avatars show great potential in social VR and VR collaboration. However, identity and privacy issues are threatening avatars’ authenticity in social VR. In addition to the necessary authentication and protection, effective solutions are needed to convey avatars’ authenticity status to users and thereby enhance the overall trustworthiness. We designed several visual indicators (VIs) using static or dynamic visual effects on photorealistic avatars and evaluated their effectiveness in visualizing avatars’ authenticity status. In this study we explored suitable attributes and designs for conveying the authenticity of photorealistic avatars and influencing their perceived trustworthiness. Furthermore, we investigated how different interactively levels influence their effectiveness (the avatar was either presented in a static image, an animated video clip, or an immersive virtual environment). Our findings showed that using a full name can increase trust, while most other VIs could decrease users’ trust. We also found that interactivity levels significantly impacted users’ trust and the effectiveness of VIs. Based on our results, we developed design guidelines for visual indicators as effective tools to convey authenticity, as a first step towards the improvement of trustworthiness in social VR with identity management.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

With the emergence and popularity of affordable VR devices, the number of VR applications and their users has been rapidly growing. Among these applications, social virtual reality (social VR or SVR), “a growing set of multiuser applications that enable people to interact with one another in virtual spaces through VR head-mounted displays [37]”, is gaining considerable attention for its variety of applications [3,15,21,51,60]. Meanwhile, social VR is also evolving into a more integrated platform instead of a single application. As the concepts of virtual reality and social networking continue to merge, social VR has the potential to become an alternative realm for human socio-cultural activities that extend beyond real life [13,46]. This trend also contributes to the shift of users’ self-representations towards personalized (photo-)realistic avatars that resemble their likeness or represents their true identities [46].

However, current social VR platforms, especially those featuring photorealistic avatars (e.g., Spatio)1, have barely addressed the potential challenges to users’ identity and authenticity that such a trend could bring: how does one know that the photorealistic avatar they meet in the virtual world looks like the person controlling it? How can one confirm the identity of the person they are interacting with as they claim it to be? Design guidelines for social VR identity management are desired to enhance the trust and authenticity among users and increase the overall user experience in social VR.

Focusing on the impact of identity management on users’ trust and acceptance toward photorealistic avatars and the interplay between privacy protections and social behavior, we initiated the first investigation into an identity management mechanism using visual indicators (VIs) that can communicate the authenticity of an

1https://www.spatial.io/
We looked for measures that ensure authenticity in social VR.

**RQ1:** What visual indicator designs can efficiently communicate the authenticity of avatars’ identities?

**RQ2:** How do visual indicators affect the perceived trustworthiness of the avatars?

**RQ3:** Will the levels of interactivity influence the effect of visual indicators?

In our study, we first created eleven VIs and aimed to determine the design metaphors that can effectively impact users’ trust towards a photorealistic avatar. We then further investigated whether the level of interactivity could influence the effectiveness of such an indicating system (the avatar was either presented in a static image, an animated video clip, or an immersive virtual environment to participants). We reported the analysis, results, and discussion, as the first contribution to the design guidelines for social VR that focuses on enhancing authenticity and trustworthiness.

## 2 Related Works

### 2.1 Identity infringement targeting digital bodies

An avatar is a graphical self-representation of a user that is driven by the user’s movements in the virtual world [6]. Lin and Latoschik [32] have summarized three types of self-representations in social VR: uploaded avatars, customizable avatars, and personalized (photo-realistic) avatars. In the expected scenario of social VR as an extension of real-world socio-cultural activities, users will be encouraged to use an avatar that looks like themselves and uniquely represents their identity. This unique self-representation serves as the proxy of their physical body and can also be regarded as their digital bodies in the virtual world [32]. Recent advancements in 3D reconstruction technology have made it simple and affordable to create highly realistic, lifelike avatars with merely photos or videos [1, 61].

Identity infringement has long been a big concern for social media. For example, many fake accounts on Facebook impersonate others’ identities to engage in fraud [49]. Similar infringement has been and will continue to take place in social VR. Falchuk et al. [14] pointed out the dangers of “social engineering” in social VR. This deceptive practice involves individuals being tricked by imposters posing as their friends, resulting in victims being defrauded of personal information and money. Lake [28] described the risks of identity theft in VR and pointed out that identity theft or infringement could happen when cybercriminals steal the digital bodies of others. Such infringement would be “far more intimate than the theft of a still image or a static fake Facebook profile [28]”.

As the trend of using photorealistic avatars to represent users’ true identities in virtual reality grows, identity theft targeting these digital bodies could have profound impacts on users’ trust and acceptance in social VR.

### 2.2 Identity management to ensure authenticity

Huang and Jung [22] defined the perceived authenticity of virtual humans as “whether the virtual characters’ claimed identities are perceived as authentic.” For social VR citizens, authenticity is whether an avatar’s designed social or individual identities are consistent with the claimed identity of the person controlling it.

We looked for measures that ensure authenticity in social VR. Promising progress has been made in user identification and authentication methods and algorithms utilizing VR sensors and data. For instance, Liebers et al. [30] utilized users’ body motions in two task-driven scenarios to identify users with an accuracy of up to 90%, and used body normalization to increase the identification rate. Miller et al. [40] achieved 95% of identification rate using body motions with no specially designed identifying task. Schell et al. [53] compared three data representations (scene-relative, body-relative, and body-relative velocity data) of users’ motions and different machine learning techniques for user authentication, and achieved 100% mean accuracy within 150s of motion recording with the combination of body-relative data and long short-term memory (LSTM) technique. Meanwhile, other modalities such as eye movement [54] and iris [26] have also been explored and utilized for authentication. With the recent release of the Apple Vision Pro Headset that uses iris scanning authentication (Optic ID), we are optimistic that more and more manufacturers will provide hardware and software support for identity management.

### 2.3 Measuring trust in virtual humans

Measuring trust in virtual agents and avatars is crucial in the evaluation and building of trust in the virtual worlds. While self-report questionnaires are commonly used in trust measurement, many validated questionnaires (such as the “Interpersonal Trust scale” (ITS) [52] and the “KUSIV3” [7]) either primarily assess participants’ propensity to trust other (generalized trust) rather than trust in specific trustees (specific trust) [31], or not suitable for virtual humans and virtual environments. In the literature of avatars, Bente et al. [10, 11] developed a 20-item questionnaires to measure interpersonal trust in avatar-mediated net-based collaboration. Surprenant [56] investigated avatar-mediated self-disclosure behaviors using a combination of several scales including the ITS and the Self-Disclosure Index [39].

Apart from subjective measures, behavioral measurements are increasingly gaining attention in the study of trust in virtual humans. Experimental methods such as a trust game [9, 20, 31] and the ask-endorse paradigm [20, 31, 48] were employed. Additionally, collaborative behavior [48] and mutual gaze during conversations [4] were also used as behavioral clues to investigate trust.

## 3 Methods

We aim to answer our RQ1 with the VI creation and the pre-study, as described in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. Then, with the main study described in Section 3.3 we explored RQ2 and RQ3.

### 3.1 Visual indicator creation

As a first step, several VIs have been created as candidates for the evaluations (see Fig. 1). The design of VIs went in two directions. On the one hand, VIs with explicit information can easily indicate the identity or status of a user in traditional social media. For example, Twitter used to use a blue “verified” checkmark next to the username to indicate an “active, notable, and authentic account of public interest.” This motivated us to use either a “grey question mark” or a “green checkmark” as VIs. Besides, information that provides or indicates the identity of users, such as a full name, can also be a good sign of authenticity. On the other hand, avatars’ appearance could intuitively influence users, with which they subconsciously apply their prior knowledge [24], without the information being explicitly communicated, potentially impacting trust-building [47]. For instance, human behavior and emotions can be influenced by hue (e.g., green, blue, red) and saturation (e.g., greyscale, dull color, rich color) [55]. Adopting the idea of image schemas and image-schematic metaphors [23–25], we used the combinations of colors, rendering

RQ1: What visual indicator designs can efficiently communicate the authenticity of avatars’ identities?

RQ2: How do visual indicators affect the perceived trustworthiness of the avatars?

RQ3: Will the levels of interactivity influence the effect of visual indicators?

However, to our knowledge, no existing social VR identity management system is integrated with such authentication, and there has been little research explicitly looking into the protection of digital bodies. In summary, there is a severe lack of relevant research, neither focusing on technical implementation nor providing design guidelines.
style, and visual effects applied to the avatar features as metaphors to represent the authenticity of users, thus creating our implicit VIs. We further explain the metaphors of selected rendering styles/visual effects below.

**Color coding.** Different colors have various or even opposite symbolic meanings in different cultures [50]. However, with globalization, the general public has gradually accepted some standard color coding concepts in visual design (Fig. 2) [5]. Despite its positive symbolism in many cultures, such as of passion, energy, and excitement [42, 50], the red color could physiologically increases blood pressure and respiratory rate [18], and is often associated with “danger” and “forbidden” in signage and GUI design. In addition, research has shown that the color red is often associated with distrust [55]. As the most restful color to the eye [42], green is often used as a symbol of safety and viability [42]. Such associations with green and red have been found across different occupational and cultural groups [45], as well as in GUI design of computer applications. Moreover, red and green are usually used in pairs for binary operations (e.g., red for “decline” and green for “accept” an incoming call). Fig. 2A) [5]. Therefore, we chose red to warn users about suspicious identities and green as the opponent to symbolize that the avatar’s identity is safe and trustworthy.

![Fig. 2. Red and green are usually used as opponents in GUI and signage design. A) red for “decline” and green for “accept” an incoming call. B) green is used on “safety exit” sign and red is used on “turing prohibited” sign. Image source: www.beaverswood.co.uk/what-are-the-4-types-of-safety-signs/](image)

1) **Outline.** In visual design, the outline effect has an attention-grabbing, emphatic effect and is often used in text and icons. The outline effect is also used in gaming UI to highlight specific attributes of an object or a character, and the outline’s color often indicates its status (e.g., teammates or enemies). We combined the red-green color coding with the outline effect to highlight the negative and positive symbolisms of the colors.

2) **Scanning.** The scanning effect is a dynamic visual effect that “reveals” the polygonal mesh underneath the avatar’s texture from head to toe, reminiscent of the “scanning” process of a person commonly seen in movies or games. Similar to the outline effect, the scanning effect is combined with the red-green color coding to highlight the color symbolisms. Furthermore, the association of “scanning” with “revealing” in daily life (e.g., passengers going through security scanning at the airport) is the conceptual metaphor for “revealing” the true identity of an avatar. Besides, the metaphor of “scanning” combined with color coding has been widely used in computer games (e.g., Assassin’s creed, Cyberpunk 2077), as an effective indication to highlight objects and enemies.

3) **Opacity.** The opacity image schema is based on the physical property of translucency, where an object or material allows light to pass through it to varying degrees. In western culture, a character with low opacity (i.e., a semi-transparent avatar) can often be associated with a “ghost” or a “spirit” [38]. Such association can be considered the instance of a “transparent is not solid” conceptual metaphor, which can further semantically dissolve the notion of “realness” and “authenticity”. Visually, low opacity also decreases the visibility of information, which could be a sign of dishonesty. Thus, we adjusted the opacity of the avatar to 60% as another indicator of low authenticity.

4) **Saturation.** The saturation image schema is based on the physical property of color intensity. In many cultural contexts, a greyscale image may be associated with a lack of vitality and energy. For instance, greyscale photos are often used to commemorate the deceased in some Asian cultures. A greyscale avatar might be perceived as “less lively” or “less engaging”, stimulating subconscious distrust. Color also contains information and is often associated with emotions and attitudes [50]. Decreasing the saturation of an avatar can create a sense of ambiguity or uncertainty, which can be further associated with a lack of authenticity.

5) **Shadow.** Removing the shadow of an avatar is a subtle way of symbolizing that the person is “abnormal”. In some cultures, the absence of shadow is interpreted as a symbol of supernature and a lack of humanity. Similar to a transparent avatar, the “without shadow” metaphor may evoke “spiritual” associations and can semantically indicate a low level of “realness” and “authenticity”.

6) **Stylized.** The cartoon stylized design is characterized by simplified features, bright and contrasting colors, and unrealistic lighting. Compared to the original photorealistic avatar, the stylized avatar has low “fidelity” and could affect emotional reactions during social interaction [59]. In existing social VR applications, cartoon stylized designs are often used in playful contexts (e.g., Rec Room, AltspaceVR), where real-life identity and personal information are less involved.

![Fig. 1 demonstrates how the eleven visual indicators look on an photorealistic avatar. In Table 1, we list all VI designs and divide them into two columns based on their hypothesized impact on the perceived trustworthiness of the avatar: those with a positive impact (indicating the avatar’s identity is authentic) and those with a negative impact (indicating the avatar’s identity is false/suspicious).](image)

3.2 Pre-study

To explore RQ1, we conducted the pre-study as an online survey in which participants helped us with the following tasks:

**Avatar selection:** Select one male and one female photorealistic avatar with medium attractiveness and high realism rating for the main study. Avatars’ appearances might influence participants’ subjective judgments, especially concerning perceived trustworthiness. It has been studied and confirmed [64] that attractiveness strongly influences the perceived trustworthiness of people. Thus, in the pre-study, participants need to rate the perceived attractiveness and realism of the candidates with likert-like scales. From the result,
we will then select one male and one female avatar with a medium attractiveness rating and high realism rating.

**VI design pre-screening:** Determine which VI designs are more effective at conveying authenticity, as well as other potential emotional and metaphorical responses. In this task, participants will be given background information about social VR, avatars, and potential identity theft targeting digital bodies. All the VI designs described in Section 3.1 will be presented to them, and they need to rate which VI designs are more effective at conveying authenticity, as well as other potential emotional and metaphorical responses. Different VI variances with the same design metaphor (e.g., green outline and red outline) are presented side by side to participants.

### 3.2.1 Materials and procedure

**Avatar.** The personalized photorealistic avatars were generated with the method by Achenbach et al. [1]. Seven male and seven female avatar candidates were randomly selected from the anonymous avatar dataset.

**Participants.** 50 (12 males and 38 females) participants were recruited via the university participant recruitment system, with an average age of 21.02 (SD = 2.42).

**Procedure.** Participants completed the task in an online survey implemented with Limesurvey 4.5.0. After basic demographics questions, participants were provided background information on social VR, photorealistic avatars, identity theft targeting digital bodies, and the significance of authenticity and trustworthiness under such context. Then, on each page they watched a short video clip showcasing one avatar candidate and rated how much they think the presented avatar is attractive and looks like a real human on a 7-point Likert’s scale, respectively. In the second task, we further explained the purpose of the visual indicators. Participants rated VI designs (“name” was not included in the pre-study but added afterward) on whether it is easy to notice the indicators and how much they can associate the design with the property of authenticity and other properties, such as trustworthiness and friendliness. The experiments of the pre-study have been approved by the university ethics committee. Each participant was compensated either with 5 euro or credit of 0.5 experiment attendance hour.

### 3.2.2 Pre-study results

**Avatar selection.** A female avatar (see Fig. 3A) (attractiveness: $M = 3.86$ out of 7, $SD = 1.58$; realism: $M = 4.80$ out of 7, $SD = 1.31$) and a male avatar (see Fig. 3B) (attractiveness: $M = 3.72$ out of 7, $SD = 1.37$; realism: $M = 5.04$ out of 7, $SD = 1.23$) were selected.

![Fig. 3. A) selected female avatar with medium attractiveness and high realism. B) selected male avatar with medium attractiveness and high realism.](image)

**VI design pre-screening.** To limit the conditions for the main study, we primarily chose VIs according to the scores associated with authenticity (see subplot “Authenticity” in Fig. 4), thus “outline”, “(with/without) shadow”, and “cartoon stylized” were initially excluded. Meanwhile, with the aggregate measure of all the properties as shown in Fig. 4, “outline” shows a significantly higher association with “trustworthiness”, “friendliness”, “helpfulness” and “sympathy” and was finally included for the main study.

![Fig. 4. Stacked bar chart for the signaling effectiveness rating (7-point Likert scale) associated with different properties of the VI designs. 1 - Strongly disagree, 7 - Strongly agree.](image)

### 3.3 Main study: impacts of VIs on perceived trustworthiness

With the preliminary results from the pre-study, we applied the nine most effective visual indicators on the selected avatars. In the main study, we aim to answer RQ2 and therefore constructed our hypotheses:

**H0:** The VIs do not affect the perceived trustworthiness of avatars.

**H1:** Positive VIs will increase the perceived trustworthiness of avatars, and inversely for negative VIs.

Suppose H1 is proven to be true, that certain VIs could affect the perceived trustworthiness of avatars, we are also interested in whether different interactivity levels of avatars affect the effectiveness of these VIs (RQ3). High interactivity is an essential feature that distinguishes social VR from traditional social networks and communication
tools. As Lake [28] has pointed out, identity infringement in social VR would be far more intimate and harmful than the theft of a static profile picture. Literature shows that higher socio-spatial interactivity could positively affect social presence [16, 36, 58] and potentially lead to a more profound impact on factors with strong social attributes such as interpersonal trust towards avatars [11]. Therefore, we design three levels of interactivity, and make the following hypothesis:

H2: The perceived trustworthiness of the avatar will be different between different interactivity groups.
H3: With the level of interactivity and immersion increase, the effects of visual indicators will increase.

In the three levels of interactivity, the avatar will be presented either in a static image, resembling the condition of traditional social network profile image; in a animated video clip displayed on screen, resembling the condition of 3D online social platform (e.g., Second Life\(^5\), MMORPGs); or in an immersive VR experience, representing the condition of modern social VR.

### 3.3.1 Experimental design.

The main study was conducted as a 3 x 10 mixed design, with three interactivity conditions (low interactivity, medium interactivity, and high interactivity) as the between-subject variable, and ten different VI conditions (the original avatar + nine different VIs) as the within-subjects variable.

Within-subjects: each participant went through ten different VI conditions, including the 1) original avatar without any VI, and the same avatar with VIs: 2) greyscale (0% saturation), 3) transparent (60% opacity), 4) green outline, 5) red outline, 6) green scanning, 7) red scanning, 8) “green check” badge, 9) “grey question mark” badge, and 10) name. Participants were asked to imagine that they were exploring a social VR application and to rate the avatars’ perceived trustworthiness one by one.

The number of VI designs as within-subject conditions raises the question of the potential order of presentation, which was explicitly taken into account. We assumed that a carryover effect might not be present in all between conditions in evaluating trust in avatars for a few reasons. First, detailed background information and context have been provided to participants in advance. Both the avatar and the virtual environment are presented in a simple and intuitive way. It is unlikely that participants will acquire extra knowledge through experience in previous conditions. Second, no theory or evidence suggests that learning, fatigue, habituation, sensitization, or adaption would impact how trustworthy participants rate the avatars. Lastly, the cognitive processes involved in evaluating trust are complex and multifaceted. Participants may interpret different VIs from different perspectives based on various factors such as context and personal experience. These factors could lead to unique trust evaluations in each condition, further reducing the likelihood of carryover effects.

Nevertheless, we cannot rule out the possibility of a carryover effect. Research has shown evidence that a high level of immersion increases arousal responses to stimuli [17]. The emotional responses to the avatar in the immersive virtual environment might be enhanced, and carryover effects might appear in the immersive condition (Group C). Thus, we present the VI conditions either in ascending or descending order to exploratively investigate if such carryover effects exist.

Between-subjects: participants will be divided into three groups with different interactivity levels. In Group A, “low interactivity”, participants will see the avatar as a static image (see Fig. 5a) embedded in the online survey. In Group B, “medium interactivity”, participants will see a short video in which the avatar is animated. Both Groups A and B participate online with desktop display. The resolution of the image and the video clip are 2560 x 1440 pixels and participants can freely zoom in or out on their monitors. In Group C, “high interactivity”, participants will interact with the avatar in an immersive VR experience wearing an Oculus Quest 2 HMD (1832 x 1920 pixels per eye).

Fig. 5. The virtual environment and the avatar. A) Participants in Group A will see a static image of the avatar on desktop display. B) In Group B and C the avatar will be animated, walk towards and wave at the participants. The avatar in Group B will be presented in a video clip with the same viewing angle and resolution as the image in Group A, on desktop display; the avatar in Group C will be presented in an immersive virtual environment with a HMD. C) The questionnaire will appear in the virtual environment in Group C.

Avatar. Males and females may differ in trust socialization and evaluation [8]. In our experiment, each participant only saw an avatar of the same gender as themselves, as a common practice in the study of trust [43, 62], to reduce potential gender influence. The avatar’s animation was recorded with the OptiTrack\(^6\) mocap system: the avatar walks slowly towards the participant and waves at them to greet them, with a slight smile and its head and eyes following the participants naturally.

Virtual environment. The virtual environment was implemented using Unity Engine\(^7\) 2020.3.14f1. A modern office asset that provides a neutral emotional environment with a similar level of realism to the avatars was chosen (Fig. 5). Additionally, in Group C the questionnaire appeared in the virtual environment next to the avatar (Fig. 5C). Participants can use their VR controllers to select and complete the questionnaire.

Trust measurement questionnaire. We created a 9-item 7-point Likert-like rating scale (see Table 2) to subjectively measure participants’ trust in the avatars. One item was created to assess the trust explicitly at an overall level (Q9). As the construct of trust is complex and can be subject to multiple interpretations [8], we devised items to further break down trust into distinct dimensions. Drawing from the widely recognized ABI model of trust [35], we considered the dimensions of perceived ability (competence), benevolence (good intention), and integrity. Moreover, in the realm of net-based communication where privacy concerns tend to arise, self-disclosure is closely associated with trust [27, 44, 57] and has frequently been measured as either a dimension or an product of trust [11, 56]. Thus, in addition to the explicit trust rating we created two items for each of the dimension (integrity, self-disclosure, competence, and intention) that contribute to trust.

Pre-questionnaire and post-questionnaire. The pre-questionnaire includes basic demographics, internet and social network usage, the Trust Short Scale (KUSIV3) [7], and the Same-Sex Stranger questions from the Self-Disclosure Index (SDI) [39]. The post-questionnaire includes the Virtual Human Plausibility Questionnaire [34] and two open questions for qualitative feedback on the VIs.

Participants. For Groups A and B, participants were recruited via the
were recruited via the university participant recruitment system and Amazon Mechanical Turk\(^8\), and participated online. Group A comprises 29 participants (13 males and 16 females) with an average age of 29.41 years (SD = 9.36). Group B comprises 31 participants (12 males and 19 females) with an average age of 30.61 (SD = 11.44). For Group C, 67 participants were recruited via the university participant recruitment system and participated onsite. As most participants available in the recruitment system to attend on-site were female, we only recruited female participants in Group C with an average age of 22.95 (SD = 3.07). In exploration analyses of Group A and B (see Section 4 Exploratory measures), no significant difference in the trust rating between male and female participants was observed. Thus we considered it appropriate to only include female participants in Group C.

**Procedure.** For Groups A and B, after completing the pre-questionnaire, they were provided background information about social VR, photorealistic avatars, and identity theft targeting digital bodies. Next, we asked them to imagine that they were exploring a social VR application and an avatar was standing in front of them, before proceeding further to the next page, where the avatar in different VI conditions was presented one by one in static images or animated video clips. They need to rate the avatar with the trust measurement questionnaire under all the conditions. Afterward, they completed the post-questions and were debriefed on the purpose of the study. The experiment was implemented as an online survey using Limesurvey 4.5.0. For Group C, participants still needed to complete the pre-questions and post-questions on a laptop, but they viewed and rated the avatar and the VIs in immersive VR with an HMD. There was no time limit for the stimuli exposure. The avatars and VIs were presented to participants while they completed the rating as long as they wanted. The experiments of the main study have been approved by the university ethics committees. Each participant was compensated either with 5 euro or credit of 0.5 experiment attendance hour. Fig. 6 illustrated the procedure of the main study.

There was a significant main effect of the VI condition on the explicit rating, F(9, 36.80) = 10.89, p < .001, robust Cohen’s d = -0.19, and the four trust-dimension ratings (Integrity: F(9, 36.07) = 20.29, p < .001, robust Cohen’s d = -0.06; Self-disclosure: F(9, 36.32) = 13.99, p < .001, robust Cohen’s d = -0.31; Competence: F(9, 34.80) = 9.94, p < .001, robust Cohen’s d = -0.26; Intention: F(9, 36.37) = 14.76, p < .001, robust Cohen’s d = -0.05). We found no significant main effect of interactivity level on explicit rating and all trust dimensions. However, there was a tendency (p = .0568) that interactivity level can impact self-disclosure. There was no significant interaction between the VI condition and interactivity on the explicit rating and competence; there were significant interactions between the VI condition and interactivity on the explicit rating and trust dimensions. However, there was a tendency (p = .0568) that interactivity level can impact self-disclosure. There was no significant interaction between the VI condition and interactivity on the explicit rating and competence; there were significant interactions between the VI condition and interactivity on the explicit rating and trust dimensions. However, there was a tendency (p = .0568) that interactivity level can impact self-disclosure.

For the ex-
explicit trust rating, the avatar with the VI “name” was rated significantly more trustworthy \((M = 5.08, SD = 1.26)\) than the original avatar \((M = 4.83, SD = 1.19)\), \(p < .001\). While there was no significant difference between the VI “check badge” and the original avatar, all the other VI conditions were rated significantly less trustworthy than the original, including “positive” VIs. VIs with red color and “greyscale” were the most effective indicators to reduce trust. Besides, avatars with VIs “red outline”, “red scanning”, and “question mark badge” were rated as significantly less trustworthy than their “positive” variants, i.e., “green outline”, “green scanning”, “check badge”. Other trust-dimension ratings show similar results, except that the VI “check badge” \((M = 5.23, SD = 1.69)\) also significantly decreased self-disclosure rating, compared to the original avatar \((M = 5.29, SD = 1.68)\), \(p = 0.003\). From the above analysis, the null hypothesis \(H0\) is rejected, and \(H1\) can be partially accepted. While most negative VIs did significantly decrease the perceived trustworthiness of the avatar, except for the VI “name”, positive VIs did not show the positive effects as we expected. Fig. 7 shows the stacked bar chart for the explicit trust rating of different VI conditions; Fig. 8 shows the bar chart for trust-dimension rating of different VI conditions.

Post-hoc tests for interactions. As there were significant interactions between VI condition and interactivity on integrity, self-disclosure, and intention, we tested the simple main effects of interactivity level at VIs and performed pairwise comparisons among group levels with Bonferroni correction. For integrity, ratings on both VI “green scanning” and “red scanning” significantly decreased while interactivity increased. For self-disclosure, ratings on all VIs except “greyscale”, “green scanning”, and “red scanning” significantly increased while interactivity increased. For intention, while ratings on VI “name” and “question mark badge” increased along with interactivity level, ratings on VI “green scanning” show an opposite tendency. Lastly, for the explicit rating, although the robust mixed-ANOVA detected no significant interaction, we discovered a tendency of increasing ratings for VIs “transparent” and “green outline” with interactivity increased, and an opposite tendency for “red scanning”. These results are illustrated in Fig. 9. Therefore, \(H2\) can be accepted. \(H3\) only holds for certain VIs within certain trust dimensions, while even opposite conclusions can emerge in other dimensions.

4.2 Exploratory measures

We performed robust mixed-ANOVAs with gender as a between-subject variable on data collected from Groups A and B. We did not find significant main effect of gender nor interaction for all dependent variables. We also performed Bayesian two-sample t-tests on both Groups using the ttestBF function of the BayesFactor package in R [41]. Results also showed anecdotal or moderate evidences for the null hypotheses (that the means of rating from both genders are equal) over alternative hypotheses (Bayes Factor \(\approx 0.45\) for Group A explicit rating; Bayes factor \(\approx 0.13\) for Group B explicit rating). Therefore, gender was not considered a confounding variable in this study.

We also performed robust mixed-ANOVAs with the orders of how VIs are presented (ascending v.s. descending) as the between-subject variable. For Groups A and B, there was no significant main effect of order nor interaction. For Group C, there was no significant main effect but significant interactions for all dependent variables except for self-disclosure. Using the explicit trust rating as measurement of trust, we found that “green scanning” tends to be rated more trustworthy in descending order \((M = 4.09, SD = 1.42)\) than in ascending order \((M = 3.38, SD = 1.34)\), \(p = 0.039\). Similarly, both “scanning” effects received higher scores in the integrity and competence dimensions in descending order. In contrast, “greyscale” received higher scores in the integrity and competence dimension in ascending order. Results indicated that no carryover effect was detected under low level of immersion (Groups A and B); under high level of immersion (Group C) carryover effects presented for certain VI conditions.

4.3 Qualitative feedback

Responses to the open questions also qualitatively revealed how attributes in the VI designs influence participants’ trust. From the total of 127 responses, a considerable amount of \((n = 25)\) participants explicitly mentioned that they trusted avatars that appeared “more realistic”, “look more human”, or “are more similar to a real (natural) person”. Mainly referring to the “scanning”, “greyscale” and “transparent” VIs, 22 participants mentioned that visual add-ons to the avatars made them look “less plausible”, “creepy”, “scary”, “unnatural”, “weird” and “disturbing”, thus decreasing their trust. Many \((n = 26)\) pointed out that they trust avatars with red color less and (or) trust more with green color. Some \((n = 19)\) mentioned that they trusted avatars with the name or the “check badge”, and 4 of them directly pointed out the similarity of how such explicit information influences their trust to that on traditional social media, such as Twitter. Besides, participants also judged the trustworthiness of the avatars on other attributes, such as whether the avatars were making eye contact and how plausible they moved.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Visual indicators

The presented study showed that VIs influenced users’ trust towards photorealistic avatars, even when they are not informed of the purpose of these indicators. The only VI that increased the avatar’s perceived trustworthiness is “name”; “check badge” received the second highest score. This suggests that incorporating explicit information to reflect
users’ authenticity would help gain trust.

As expected, participants can associate negative metaphors with untrustworthy attributes. Contrary to our expectations, “positive” VIs except for “name” and “check badge” also led to a decrease in trust, although to a lesser extent than their “negative” variants. It could be that the changes of color and visual add-ons on the avatar’s appearance intuitively weakened the coherence of the avatar to the virtual environment and the (implicit) sensory impressions of a virtual human and thus its plausibility [29, 34], especially that the avatar and the virtual environment have a high level of realism. Such an inference is also in line with the qualitative feedback, that the visual add-ons made them look “less plausible” and “creepy”.

Color as an attribute of the VIs has an impact on users’ trust. Green was seen as an implication of trustworthiness, and red was significantly associated with distrust. Although the addition of color outline and scanning effect can be disturbing and reduce the perceived trustworthiness, colors may still be useful to indicate the authenticity in a more plausible and less intrusive way, e.g., a wristband with different colors, which is left to be explored in future research.

5.2 Interactivity
As interactivity increased, there was a consistent tendency for the original avatar to be perceived as more trustworthy. It might be that the appearance of the original avatar already created a relatively high level of trust and was further reinforced by increased interactivity and social presence. Future experiments could explore how the increase in interactivity influences the perceived trustworthiness of an avatar with an untrustworthy appearance.

With the addition of VIs, the impact of interactivity shows different manifestations. Notably, the dynamic scanning effect was significantly more effective in reducing trust at higher levels of interactivity, regardless of color. It could be that at high levels of interactivity and immersion, the scanning effect was more intrusive and incoherent to the virtual environment, thus triggering lower trust.

5.3 Carryover effects
In the exploratory measures, we discovered no carryover effect in Groups A and B, but in Group C with the trust rating of VI “green scanning”. Fig. 10 plots the explicit trust rating from the two reversed presentation orders. The increase of trust in VI “green scanning” may be because participants in descending orders viewed the explicit VI designs “name” and “badge” first and might have a clearer perception of these VIs’ meaning. When the VI “green scanning” was presented, they picked up the conceptual metaphor initially designed to evoke trust more easily. Such carryover effect was further enlarged by the high level of immersion in Group C, in which participants experienced higher presence and co-presence with the avatar. Similarly, increased arousal responses might explain the differences in ratings of VI “red scanning” and “greyscale” in other trust dimensions. Despite the difference in the trust rating of “green scanning”, our deduced findings summarized in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 still hold for both orders.

Our findings are the first insights into the effects of the chosen VIs on the perceived trustworthiness of avatars. Despite our assumption, our results give rise to a suspected carryover. Thus, our results also provide insights for future studies that care has to be taken to further analyze the order effects on trust evaluation under similar scenarios.
5.4 Implications for design

Here we concluded some implications and suggestions for the design guidelines of social VR featuring photorealistic avatars regarding how to convey the authenticity of avatars and improve overall trustworthiness based on previous observations and discussions:

**Display explicit information.** In many traditional social media, users use their own identity and real name; this makes users feel that they are communicating with a “person” who has a real identity and therefore trust them more. The same could be true for social VR if it aims to be the extension of real life and encourages users to enter the virtual world as themselves. Meanwhile, displaying more personal information under users’ preferences, such as their region, may further increase the authenticity and trustworthiness of the avatars.

**Reduce visual add-ons for higher trust.** To achieve a higher level of trust, avoiding visual add-ons such as outlines that would undermine avatars’ realism and plausibility is suggested. When it is desired for verified users to signal their authenticity, it is wiser to embed such information around the avatar, e.g., a floating text or symbol over the head of the avatar, rather than modifying the avatar intrusively.

**Use combination of color and explicit information.** Colors are suitable indicators of authenticity and trust, according to both quantitative and qualitative feedbacks. The combination of colors and explicit information could indicate whether the information is genuine or not. For example, a name in red could indicate that it might be a fake name.

**Use dynamic and intrusive effects for warning.** In the case when users need to be warned about the suspicious identity or behavior of a specific avatar, VIs with more intrusive and dynamic effects such as the “scanning” and the “greyscale” could be applied. These VIs could intuitively trigger lower trust and protect users from potential security and privacy issues such as social engineering. This could be especially true in immersive social VR with high interactivity.

**Option to enable and disable the visual indicators.** As the VIs could lead to the break of realism and plausibility, they do not necessarily need to be displayed all the time. For example, a social VR user could press a button on their controllers to “scan” all the avatars around, and different colors could mark the avatar’s status.

5.5 Limitations

Our study is not without limitations. Firstly, participants were only asked to imagine being in a social VR application without really being exposed to one. The “avatars” participants saw are only pre-scripted agents. Although we have provided background information on social VR and photorealistic avatars as digital bodies, it is challenging to ensure that participants can fully understand the contexts and place themselves in the imaginary scenario. Secondly, the unequal sample sizes among groups and only recruiting females in Group C (despite that we did not find gender differences in Groups A and B) might hinder the generalization of conclusions. Thirdly, the lack of avatar diversity may create certain bias. Although not intentionally but through the criteria of medium attractiveness and high realism, both avatars selected in the pre-study were of Caucasian ethnicity. Furthermore, we discovered that while the suggested rendering styles have minimal influence on the recognizability of avatars, they do, to some extent, reduce the realism and coherence of the avatars within the virtual environment. These effects might have additional consequences for the avatars beyond their perceived authenticity and trustworthiness, which have yet to be investigated. Lastly, using unvalidated subjective trust measurement might lead to low construct validity reliability.

5.6 Future work

In the future study, it is preferred to have an actual social VR application combined with existing privacy protection mechanisms, where many users who have their own photorealistic avatars could interact with each other and have more comprehensive usages and understanding of the mechanisms. With such an platform, we could also explore the condition with a higher level of interactivity: the photorealistic avatar (controlled by another person) actively respond to participants’ actions, such as starting a conversation or shaking hands. Besides, recruiting regular social VR users with more experience from current social VR platforms (e.g., VRChat) could also provide more constructive input.

The suggested rendering styles offer insights into manipulating the perceived trustworthiness and authenticity of avatars. However, it is crucial to consider other potential impacts (such as affective impacts) of these rendering styles on users in future research. Moreover, investigating the influence of various appearance attributes such as body shape and hairstyles on trust could be another future direction. In addition to visual indicators, future study could consider combining multisensory signals (e.g., audio, haptics), as multimodal interactions are integral to social VR and will likely enhance the effects. Furthermore, to prevent bias among different user groups, future study should take into account the diversity of avatars, encompassing not only different ethnicities and genders but also considering a broader range of characteristics.

In the evaluation of trust, validated subjective and objective measurements (e.g., behavioral measurements) designed for social VR scenarios [31] could be developed and used to evaluate trust sufficiently.

6 Conclusion

Our study proposed a visual indicator mechanism with several VI designs to represent photorealistic avatars’ authenticity in social VR. With a pre-study and the main study, we investigated the effective attributes and design metaphors that convey avatars’ authenticity status and influence their perceived trustworthiness, and how interactivity impacts the effectiveness of our designs. As a result, we found that using the full name of the owner of the avatar as an indicator can enhance trust, while most other visual indicators can significantly reduce users’ trust. Furthermore, the level of interactivity significantly impacts users’ trust in photorealistic avatars and the effectiveness of the visual indicators. We summarized our findings and provided implications on how the visual indicators can be designed and applied. Our work is a first step in the direction of design guidelines for conveying avatars’ authenticity and improving the overall trustworthiness in social VR featuring photorealistic avatars, and could play an essential role in identity management that protects users from the threats of identity infringement and social engineering. We also identified potential carryover effects under high level of immersion and provided insights for trust evaluation under similar scenarios. Future work should explore more of these design guidelines against different threats with various protection mechanisms to protect users’ digital bodies and create a secure and trustworthy social VR community, that can be an alternative realm of human socio-cultural activities.
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